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Introduction  

 

The church in the past 50 years has been through various outpourings that have to 

a large degree change various emphasis and values of what should constitute the 

very character and nature of a correct biblical assembly. In the last 30 to 20 years, 

we’ve seen a shakeup of the very foundation of the organized church system while 

on the other hand, we’ve also witnessed the continual rise of a different type of New 

Age, humanist, occultic and entertainment type of gatherings in the name of the 

Church.  

 

What could be defined as a significant break away from the old, rigid, traditional 

institution mold of Church settings and gatherings, is giving rise to another 

dominant, organized, criminally motivated type of church setting across Africa, 

particularly here in South Africa.  

 

We are seeing more of a type of a mafia organized culture of ministries springing up 

in the name of establishing churches within impoverished communities that has 

continued to take undue advantage of the poverty and marginalized state of the 

people.  This trend of the rise of false {church] altars across the continent attests to 

the ongoing prophetic battle over the soul of our continent and the world at large.  

We live in the days of parallels and paradoxes of human characters and events that 

demand we constantly update and upscale our discerning capacity, particularly in 

the art of interpreting the prophetic direction and flow of the Spirit of God, so we 

don't misjudge in divine building through our shortsightedness. 

 

The current transitional processes of the reformation and restoration of the Church 

back to her true identity and position in Christ is one of the main prophetic 

programs of the Father for this hour.  We need to constantly hear what the Spirit of 

the Lord is saying as we corporately adjust our spiritual wineskin in building the 

desired governmental house of God.   
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The format of how we should meet and congregate has been a challenge to many 

who truly desire to build and fellowship according to the desired pattern of the 

ecclesia especially, within the context of a well advanced 21st-century society. This 

challenge, however, should not be that of the format of our gathering in terms of 

structure, but that of the heart formation and alignment towards that spiritual 

culture and atmosphere that shapes our meetings and fellowship.  

 

Where the Spirit of liberty can seamlessly operate through anyone without 

hindrance or limitation despite, their level of immaturity or maturity of its members 

is a profound footing in building whatever type of structure required which of course 

depends on the sociopolitical friendliness of such society. 

 

However, this will not happen until the leadership order of how we define the 

church, and its administration becomes genuinely reformed and restored. The Lord 

has never had any issue with the physical building of where we meet, but rather with 

the heart configuration of our meetings. The challenge has always been the self-

agendas of men and women who will use anything such as money, gifts, talents, 

personalities and even the Bible to promote their own self-driven, Satanic religious 

agendas.     

 

The church has become many things to many today, to some, the church is the 

extension of their social lives because their friends, families, and colleagues attend 

the same place of worship.  While in some instants, the Church is a converging point 

to sell and promote some business pyramid schemes, depending on the numbers 

and size of such congregation.  

 

Too many who are desperate for a relationship, the church is a place you go to scout 

for a life partner. The primarily go to church to look for a husband or a wife material 

without necessarily having a salvation experience or relationship with God. Others 

use the establishment of a Church to front for other kinds of organized criminal 

activities that brings disrepute to the name of the body of Christ.    
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While in other cases, the local church assembly is where God’s presence is, and they, 

therefore, view the physical location of the church building as an extension of a 

representative of the presence of God. Their reverence and allegiance are to the look 

of the building where they go to pray for divine direction just as we see with the 

woman at the Well of Jacob. The admire the angelic, and Saints artwork on the walls 

and windows of the church structure without having a real knowledge or intimate 

relationship with the God of the people.   

 

They love the robes and vestment worn by the priest. The priest, pastors, and other 

ministers in the Church find some spiritual identity, a type of a set apart feeling by 

wearing the nice shining cross and purple vestment and robe.  This type of dressing 

reminds them of the command of God through the Mosaic leadership to make Aaron 

and his sons a well elaborate, exclusive garment that sets him and his ministers’ part 

from the rest.  

 

This dressing and the ceremonial rites and order that followed it was a powerful seal 

of God’s prophetic program for a season, and it was to remind the people of the call 

and devotional life placed on Aaron and his sons so they could be respected and 

honored by the people. Everything was made to the details until the expiring date 

of such priesthood. Unfortunately, after the expiration and rejection of the Aaronic 

priesthood and everything the worship system represents, we still see people in our 

day who are yet to make the complete transition of that old order that could not 

bring anything to perfection.  

 

However, amongst many within the charismatic gathering, leaders have both 

upgraded and shifted this Aaronic type of religious dress code to a more 

contemporary, fashionable dressing parade community. In these sets of church 

gatherings, one’s look plays a key role in the center attraction of the meetings, from 

the way the pastor look to his minister and singers are all designed to highest 

detailed quality to speaks of the quality of the house. 

 

This fashionable church gatherings are competition driven in terms of their looks, 

sets of cars and class they belong.  Their materials and financial edge over others are 

their symbol of God’s approval and blessing.  
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 If you don’t dress up like a Hollywood star or actress in such meetings, you’re not 

regarded as a blessed individual or even a member of such gatherings.      

 

The image of the Aaronic type of a church system has been transformed in these 

gatherings to a more acceptable form of religious worship and this is part of the 

image of another god built within the psyche of the people preventing Christ from 

reigning in the lives of the people. Everyone in this kind of Church is forever under 

pressure to impress one another with whatever they have. If so-called spiritual 

leaders are not dressed in a particular religious format or uniform the society or their 

religious constituent will not accept them nor see them as a serious representative 

of the oracles of God.  

 

LET’S LOOKAT THAT SOME OF THE WRONG CONCEPTS PEOPLE SETUP IN 

BUILDING A CHURCH 

 

1.    This is, perhaps, one of the most assumed wrong foundations in recent time in 

starting a church community, and it’s the idea of starting a church to merely gather 

the people around certain pit doctrines and spiritual ideologies, and not to train 

people as Christ, disciples who are well trained, furnished and equipped with the 

life and ministry a true sent one, prepared to fulfill their ordained, heavenly 

assignment in due season.  

 

 

2.    Many establish the church gatherings philosophy on certain pet doctrines, 

evangelistic zeal, and premature prophetic gift without the precise, balanced biblical 

doctrine and guidance of the Spirit to bring clarity and understanding in the 

development and nourishment of the assembly.  

 

3.    It is an error and even most dangerous to initiate the building of a church 

gathering on a personality figure or influence. Unfortunately, this is mostly the type 

of Church we see both in America and the African setup of Churches today, where 

an individual becomes the image and voice of the Church. There’s no place in the 
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scripture where we see Christ, or the Apostles of the Lamb encourage the starting of 

a church meeting on a person’s influence or gift.  

 

The Church was not [instituted] built on Peter nor was it establish on his leadership 

personality trait. Christ established the Church on the ascended revelation of the 

nature and ministry of the Father which Peter was given the rare insight to see 

during the earthly ministry of Christ. The rock of the revelation shown to Peter was 

the ascended, revelatory life of Christ, and this was what the Church was built upon.   

 

4.    There’s no place in the word of God that suggests that anyone should add the 

title of an Apostle or prophet to be able to run a local Church community effectively. 

An effective, apostolic church should be built on the entire ascended apostolic 

fivefold grace, and not on some apostle’s personality; there’s a big difference 

between the two.  

 

5.    Many assumed the idea of fellowship and communion with the establishment 

of an organized Church system. I see a big difference between the two. We all should 

endeavor to have fellowship whenever and wherever we can meet, especially when 

such meetings are regularly inspired by the Holy Spirit. A fellowship is purely for 

the purpose of worship, prayer, intercession and the general spiritual edification of 

the Saints.  However, I see the church more of a heavenly, prophetic, governmental 

strategic center. It is a place where the Saints are trained and deployed to fulfill their 

heavenly mandate. Such a Church must carry a profound, apostolic, governmental 

instruction of where it has been divinely situated.  

Acts 13 proves that the Church was born out of a well-tested spiritual unity and 

fellowship amongst the Saints. The Spirit of God said, separate for me Paul and 

Barnabas for the work they’ve set aside for, and we see the brethren release them.  

 

6.    A church should not be started based on a personal prophetic word, dream or 

vision. While God speaks profoundly to us through these mediums, they must, 

however, be confirmed through the mouth of two or three witnesses. And the timing 

and place of such church location should be precise.  
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7.    Many going into the project of a local assembly with an assumed expectation of 

certain number growth they must attain between, during, or after a certain period. 

I cannot overemphasize the importance of visionary goal setting administrative 

objective particularly in running an effective and efficient productive ecclesia. But I 

should be quick to state that number is not the church, but the connection of the 

hearts and lives in the bringing forth of the prophetic objective of such community 

tribe within a region.  

 

The Church is the executive administrator of heaven’s prophetic agenda for a 

community, city or nation. When we follow the leading of the Spirit of the Lord 

regarding what we are expected to carry out, we should never be worried about 3,000 

or 3 individuals added to our community. Some church will not grow in numbers 

beyond a certain number bracket, but that does not mean they are not functional, 

effective and relevant to the divine program of the Father.  

 

Churches are planted and located in various regions and communities for a specific 

governmental prophetic reason known to the Father, and if we posture our hearts 

in humility to wait to listen, the Lord will speak regarding the very prophetic nature 

of our community and the kind of operative nature of the assignment of our Church. 

Number, large or small should never be the yardstick of a successful or failed Church 

ministry.     

 

8.    Many start a church based on a need or gap they see in a community and 

therefore capitalize on such need. this is completely erroneous. A church must be 

established expressly on the clear directive of the voice of the father, confirmed by 

others.  

 

 

9.    Many today, particularly among the present apostolic reformation community 

seeks to force the building of the church on intellectual strength. While this is good 

to bridge specific gaps, it is highly critical to state that the church is not 

intellectualism. The church is a spiritual house, governed by the culture and 

civilization of heaven which accommodates every redeemed human regardless of 
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how low their IQ or exposure. Let’s not forget; not many wise are called into this 

glorious assignment. Indeed, there will always be a place for highly gifted, 

intellectuals in perfect representation, but we should not make the mistake of 

making this idea an absolute while we lose people with a genuine heart for kingdom 

service. The church is not a club for a specific class of individuals.     

 

10.    any we see today starting churches do not have a visible track-record of where 

or who they served in the body of Christ. Paul warned Timothy that the work of 

kingdom service should not be given to a novice. There must be a track record of 

faithfulness, and maturity. You cannot start a church because you’ve made enough 

money. The church is not a business investment. The church must reflect the call 

and mission of heaven over a realm or sphere while god looks for his man, and then 

confirmed the calling of such a person through others.      

 

11.    Many who claimed to be call of God assumed that the calling of God upon them 

automatically translates to starting a local church assemble. This is a severe error 

many have made even till this day. There various legitimate ways and manner 

ministry can be effectively express serviced within communities without necessarily 

starting a church.  

 

12.    Many pastors began their church gathering based on their fallout with their 

previous fellowship center leadership, and this is undoubtedly a wrong foundation 

to start a church. Having said this, it is also essential that a church initiative goes 

into operation after leaving a former community as long as the principles of 

forgiveness and reconciliation is followed through with the fruit of peace, joy, and 

righteousness in manifestation.    

 

13.    Many today purely run the church on a prophetic gift which makes such a 

gathering a false order based on biblical injection. The church, which is the 

extension of the prophetic program of the father for a city, nation, or region must 

be operational through the direct or indirect input of the ascended gifts. When the 

assembly is built on one gift, particularly the prophetic, such gathering is not better 

than an herbalist [Sangoma] center. A church cannot and should not be run on a 

personal gift, regardless of how gifted such a person may be. 
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14.    Many lay the starting foundation of their church, particularly here in South 

Africa where people are exceptional musically talented. You cannot start a church 

on individual musical skill or gift. A local church gathering regardless of the format 

of meetings should be solidly built on a well-balanced, doctrinal value principle 

culture of the kingdom of God.  

 

15.    The church is not our family tradition, which means that the fact that your 

great grandfather to your father pastored a church makes you also a pastor. The fact 

that certain [seer] gifts run in your family line does not make a prophet, seer, or 

pastor called to start your church ministry. We are no longer under the Aaronic, 

mosaic-Levitical priesthood. it is essential we state that we are days of The New 

Testament church, guided under the express leading of the spirit of Christ. Please 

do not that this does not mean we cannot borrow values and principle from the 

Aaronic priestly leadership. We need balance and clarity in handling the things of 

the spirit. Two extremes will always lead us to error.     

 

16.    Many who believed they'd received a special vision from the Lord and press 

further to presume the interpretation of such a vision to be the identity of the church 

they are called to build end up building something else crafted out from the fruit of 

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.  

 

17.   Most of the people who start a church, build them on the common identity and 

culture of their prevailing environment. This account for the reason why we large 

numbers of gathering in where the idea of our ancestral customs, traditions, beliefs 

are mixed with they define to be Christianity. When we built a church that defines 

Christianity as the extension or part of our custom and culture, we make the word 

of God preached in such gatherings non-effective. Our Lord Jesus Christ told the 

Jews that they make the word of God non-effect in their communities because they 

tried to add their tradition and interpretation to what the Father has given to them.       

 

18.     many believe that to start a church, they first require a building and financial 

investor. Unfortunately, this is not aligned to biblical, apostolic pattern. The church 
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is a coming together of hearts, netted together in the Spirit of truth, love, fellowship, 

and kingdom visibility. The gathering in the upper room is still the most visible new 

testament platform, and we were told that they were in one accord. The oneness of 

many members coming together to make Christ known and his Spirit glorified is the 

footing of that which will be eventually birth through such congregation.   

      

19.    Many start a church on their ability, resource, gift, and financial influence, and 

this wrong and out of order. You cannot save enough money to start a church or 

first acquire certain cloud of influence to give you some form of leverage to start 

God’s assignment, if you use these earthly, carnal wisdom, the Lord will bring you 

and your resources to its full end before he starts using use to carry out his mandate. 

for by strength shall no man prevail.  Secondly, you cannot run the work of God on 

a part-time basis. The apostolic pattern of pastoring a local church is a full-time 

mandate. Acts 6. We will give ourselves to prayers and the ministry of the word.   

 

20.    Many runs and manage the church as their own private business, therefore 

they determine the direction, culture, and production of the church, and this totally 

out of order.  

 

21.    Many believe to run a successful church ministry, they need to first to be 

connected to a highly influential [voice] godfather, bishop or apostle in the city who 

must receive a monthly tithe or certain percentage of the church income. 

 

22.    Many assumed they must be connected to a particular network for their church 

mission to be fruitful. while we need the power of fellowship and interconnectivity, 

we, however, should know where the Lord is joining us in a relationship so, we are 

not wrongly influenced.  

 

23.    Many who believe to be called of God in church ministry assumed their spouse 

must be the prophetess or associate minister of the church. 
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24.    Many of the materially focused churches leaders believe their biological sons 

must take over the leadership and administration of the church when they are out 

of the seen.  

 

25.    because many do not have a clear prophetic direction regarding what the lord 

is about in their community, they, therefore, build their church around the pattern 

of the largest or most ‘successful’ church ministry around. They don’t realize e that 

starting a local church is a prophetic answer to a spiritual need within a region or 

society. To build a church around what is trendy socially or even spiritually without 

the leading of the spirit, you jeopardize the prophetic objective of the father, and 

you will be replaced. 

 

26.    Many build churches without having a specific, prophetic, governmental voice. 

A church that is not correctly established in the spirit realm over the realm of its 

assigned region cannot be visibly relevant in the natural reality. The church must 

first be built and firmly establish over the spiritual atmosphere before anything 

should be done in the natural in terms of investing in bricks and stones. When what 

you seek to build as a church has no engaging governmental voice over the powerful 

satanic activity over the atmosphere such church carries no voice or influence over 

issues shaping the actions and reactions in the natural.     

 

 

 


